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CODE 09 DEPARTMENT K 
GRANGE EXHIBIT 

 
 

⇒ At a meeting of representatives of the various Granges, it was voted to abolish Classes. The exhibits, 
both for the Subordinate and Junior Granges will be the SINGLE PROJECTS similar to the former 
Class B. 

⇒ Since the Grange represents an important part of rural industry and social activities of the two 
counties, the Agricultural Society offers liberal inducement to the several Granges to make exhibits.  

 
The following rules shall apply to each project: 
1.  Entry fee is 10 percent of the first premium. 
2.  The product used in any exhibit shall be made or grown by Grange members of Montgomery or 

Fulton County or their immediate families. 
3.  All articles exhibited must be grown or made within the calendar year, except canned goods. 
4.  Uniform space will be furnished by the Society. 
5.  All entries must be in place by Tuesday, 10:00 AM – 8:00 PM. 
6.  Choice of enterprise or class shall be determined in conference with Granges and the Society. 
7.  Single project exhibits may consist of one of the following: 1-Dairy; 2-Poultry; 3-Fruit; 4-

Vegetables; 5-Farm Crops, other than fruits or vegetables; 6-Preserved Fruits, Vegetables, 
Meats, etc.; 7-Bees and Honey; 8-Maple Products; 9-Farm Grown Flower; 10-Frozen Foods; or 
any other theme when approved by the Secretary of the Fair. 

8.   Exhibits will be judged Tuesday morning.  
 

SCORE CARD 
   Portrayal of Theme ........................................................ 35 points 
   Educational Value .......................................................... 25 points 
   Originality ...................................................................... 20 points 
   Arrangement .................................................................. 10 points 
   Attractiveness & Workmanship ................................... 10 points 

 
Premiums - First-$75; Second-$70; Third-$65; other worthy exhibits-$60. 

Projects may be exhibited with the aid of charts, pictures, maps and equipment. 
The number of articles per plate or the size of containers will be up to the Grange committee but 

uniformity is stressed in good exhibit work. 
The same score card and premiums apply to the Juveniles as used for the Subordinates. 

Class 
1. Grange 
2. Jr. Grange - (no charge) 
3. Pomona 
 

 


